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The winding Bosphorus Strait separates the European and Asian shores
of Istanbul. Legend has it that Jason and the Argonauts navigated its
entire length in search of the Golden Fleece. These days, galleon-bound
crusaders have been replaced by snap-happy ferry tourists eyeing up
the city’s shimmering shoreline with its myriad minarets, mosques and
palaces. But while the legacy of Byzantium and Constantinople lives on
in the vintage architecture, it’s the modern gloss of trendy restaurants,
boutiques and nightlife that’s bringing a fresh energy to this cultural
Mecca.

“Tradition is everything in Istanbul,” explains Maureen Madden of
property investment consultancy Colordarcy, “but a growing middle-
income population, with over 40 per cent of the current 14 million-plus
residents under the age of 35, is forcing a radical overhaul of the city’s
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All eyes on Istanbul for property investment
New property laws in Turkey are increasing the real estate prowess of its cultural
capital Istanbul – so where’s best to invest?
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urban planning grid. Demand for new housing is currently running at
250,000 units per year, with available land being ring-fenced for large-
scale residential projects.”

Positioned (for the moment at least) away from the blighted euro,
Turkey’s pulling power as an investment haven remains relatively
unscathed, compared with vintage rivals Spain, Italy and Portugal.

“Inflation has fallen in the past few years,” confirms Ms Madden, “with
low incomes and a predominantly cash-dominated economy keeping
property prices low, although these are now starting to rise, with the
perception that the country’s economy is on course for bigger and better
things."

EU accession “positive-agenda” talks this year, together with a new
property law passed this August have also given a fillip to residential
tourism initiatives. The old reciprocity rule, which only allowed foreigners
to buy Turkish property if they were from countries where Turkish
residents could buy homes, is now being phased out. Remodelled
residential zones are now springing up around the city’s historic old
quarter and new-build resorts in the outlying suburbs are attracting
foreign buyers hoping to cash in before prices start to climb.

While most longstanding expat owners (British, French and Dutch) have
put down roots in the well-aged but touristy quarters of Macka, Beyoglu
and Taksim, urban regeneration now means previously "off-radar"
neighbourhoods are open for business.

“The upscale waterfront districts of Bebek, Emirgan and Yenikoy offer
huge potential,” adds Cindy Uriona of Istanbul agents Luxurion, “with
properties selling for 20-30 per cent less than before the recession hit.
Bebek for example, has a great selection of traditional villas and
remodelled townhouses. A three-bed apartment in a converted yali (an
original 19th-century mansion) can be picked up for around £275,000.”

Head to the city centre, and the go-to districts of Levent and Akatlar are
prime locations for easy-care pieds a terres close to the main shopping
malls and key sights. “£200,000 will buy you a small new-build flat,"
confirms Janet McGovern of Knight Knox International, “£350,000 a
spacious two-bedroom apartment in a boutique development with onsite
amenities including a gym and hammam.”

Mainstream investors looking for steady rental return, meanwhile, are
taking their pick from the growing number of buy-to-let projects springing
up in the city outskirts.

One such development, a short distance from the harbour of Kumport
and just 15 minutes from Istanbul International Airport is Evviva
Residence. State-of-the-art steel and glass residences will house
individual studios, apartments and penthouses, with a raft of onsite
amenities including a swimming pool, sports area, sauna and fitness
centre.

“Over 50 per cent of the project is given over to green living space,”
explains project spokesperson, Burak Guzey, “with parkland, waterways
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and gardens.” Prices start from £41,800 for a one-bedroom apartment,
with a guaranteed net rental yield of seven per cent for the first five
years.

Seasoned investors agree that buying in Istanbul isn’t without risk: a
good many construction projects are still in the planning approval stages,
which means detailed background and legal checks are essential. “You
can’t fault the dynamism of the place though,” says UK expat Neil
Templeton, who moved to the city for work last year. “EU accession is
something of a hot potato at present, but if the reformist government can
manage to secure European Capital of Culture status for its largest city
as it did last year, the green light to come on board might come sooner
than expected.”

Buying in Istanbul

Applications to buy need to be agreed by the local council and Turkey’s
Army Office.

Fees include estate agency (three per cent of the purchase price), legal
fees (approx £400), purchase tax (three per cent), and land registration
(£30).

There is no Capital Gains Tax (CGT) if you keep your property for five
years. Property sold before that period is levied on a sliding scale up to a
maximum rate of 35 per cent.

VAT is payable on new-build flats from one per cent rising to a ceiling of
18 per cent for larger properties.

Tricks and Mortar: The Little Book of Property Wisdom by Laura
Henderson is available from all major booksellers and online
retailers.
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